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"The skincare market is highly saturated, and brands are
challenged by consumer preferences for simplicity as well
as a tendency to stick with the same products each time
they make a purchase, limiting product trial."
- Margie Nanninga, Beauty & Personal Care
Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Most spend goes toward facial skincare, blurring lines present market challenges
Broader variety of formats results in declining use of existing cleansing options
Preference for simplicity, skepticism challenge brands

Brands will focus on unique offerings to capture the attention of consumers, with Korean skincare
trends continuing to impact the US market, while also looking to other regions including Africa and
Australia for inspiration. Natural and ethical claims will also continue to rise, and exotic but naturalpositioned ingredients such as seaweed and ginseng will become mainstream.
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Skincare packaging a secondary concern, room for improvements exist
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Broader variety of formats results in declining use of existing options
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Adults seek simplicity in their skincare routines
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Familiarity also drives skincare routines
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Women like to experiment and learn – but are often disappointed
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Adults aged 25-34 enthusiastic about skincare but keep budget in mind
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Resources for Learning about Skincare
Personal experience, people most influential for learning about skincare
Figure 29: Resources for learning about skincare, October 2016
Women rely on trial and error, seek advice from magazines
Figure 30: Select resources for learning about skincare – any rank (net)*, by gender, October 2016
Older generations rely on trial and error, younger trust internet, parents
Figure 31: Select resources for learning about skincare – any rank (net)*, by generation, October 2016
Parents’ skincare advice more influential to Black, Hispanic adults
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Interest in Exotic Ingredients
Exotic ingredients that are plant-based are most appealing to consumers
Figure 33: Interest in exotic ingredients, October 2016
Younger adults willing to experiment, older adults intimidated by the unfamiliar
Figure 34: Interest in select exotic ingredients, by age, October 2016
Hispanics open to trying exotic ingredients
Figure 35: Interest in select exotic ingredients, by race/Hispanic origin, October 2016
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Consumers see benefits of overnight skincare, confused over other formats
Figure 36: Correspondence analysis – Benefits of Asian skincare products, September 2016
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Methodology
Men less familiar with Asian skincare offerings
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Shoppers look for simple instructions, short ingredients list
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Ethical and environmental claims reach younger adults
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Hispanics also drawn to ethical and environmental claims
Figure 43: Packaging features – any rank (net)*, by race/Hispanic origin, October 2016

Attitudes toward Skincare Packaging
Skincare packaging concerns less relevant than other product attributes
Packaging leaves room for improvements
Figure 44: Attitudes toward skincare packaging, October 2016
Packaging more influential to younger adults when choosing a product
Figure 45: Select attitudes toward skincare packaging, by age, October 2016
Hispanics take cues on product quality from packaging
Figure 46: Select attitudes toward skincare packaging, by race/Hispanic origin, October 2016
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Figure 47: Reasons for using facial cleansing products, by age, April 2015-June 2016
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